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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note (X, p) will be a complete metric space and f a mapping of X 
into itself. A well-known theorem of Banach states: If there exists an LY < 1 
such that for all x, y E X 
P(f (4,f (YN G O1 * P(X7 Y)* ol<l (1) 
then f has a unique fixpoint (i.e., point t such that f (5) = Q. We will show 
below that the conclusion of Banach’s Theorem holds more generally from 
the following condition of weakly uniformly strict contraction: 
Given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
E < f(%Y) < E + 6 implies P(f (X),f (Y)) -=C 6. (2) 
THEOREM. Let (X, p) be a complete metric space and f a mapping of X into 
itself. If (2) holds, then f has a unique$xpoint 5. Moreover, 
For any x E X, 
lizfyx) = 8. (3) 
2. PROOF 
We first observe that (2) trivially implies that f is a strict contraction, i.e., 
XfY implies P(f (X),f (Y)) -=C P(% Y)- (4) 
Thus f is continuous and has at most one fixpoint. Moreover, the following 
result is known (cf. Chu and Diaz) and easily proved. 
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LEMMA 1. If f : X + X is a strict contraction and if, for every x E X, 
the fn(x) form a Cauchy sequence, then f has a unique jixpoint and (3) holds. 
PROOF. Since X is complete, eachfn(x) has a limit point f(x). Since f is 
continuous, 
f (E(x)) = f (kz f Yx)) = $2 f %+1(x) = t(x). 
Thus ((x) is a fixpoint and therefore all Qx) are equal. 
By Lemma 1, our theorem will be established if condition (2) implies that 
every sequence (f”(x)} = {xn} of iterated transforms is a Cauchy sequence. This 
we now prove. 
LEMMA 2. Condition (2) implies that 
lim P(G T xn+d lo. (5) 
The proof is by contradiction. Let c, = p(xn , x,,,). From (4), c, is decreas- 
ing with n. If c, 1 E > 0, then (2) fails for c,+r where c, is chosen less than 
E + 6. 
Having proved Lemma 2, we now suppose that some sequence is not a 
Cauchy sequence. Then there exists 2~ > 0 such that lim sup p(xm , x,) > 2~. 
By hypothesis, there exists a 6 > 0, such that 
implies P(f (x),f (YN < c* (6) 
Formula (6) will remain true with 6 replaced by 6’ = min(8, c). From 
Lemma 2 we can find M so that cM < 8’13. Pick m, n > M so that 
P@m > xn) > 2~. For j in [m, n], 
This implies, since p(x,, , x,+J < E and p(x,,, , x,) > E + 8, that there 
exists j in [m, n] with 
26’ 
E + 3 < p(xm ) Xj) < E + 6’. (7) 
However, for all m and j, 
409/28/2-7 
Therefore, by (6) and (7), 
which contradicts (7). This contradiction proves that x, must be a Cauchy. 
sequence, and establishes our theorem. 
3. REMARKS 
Other authors have extended Banach’s theorem in other ways. We will 
show that our theorem implies some of their results. 
In [2], Edelstein considers locally contractive mappings and derives as a 
corollary that any strict contraction of a compact space has a unique fixed 
point. This result also follows from our theorem, since in a compact space, 
any strict contraction f : X -+ X is weakly uniformly strict. To prove this, 
we consider 
Since X is compact, this infimum is achieved for some pair of points (a, b) 
with p(a, b) 3 E. Since f is a strict contraction 6(c) > 0. 
Rakotch [3] and Boyd and Wong [l] assume the inequalities 
P(fWf(YN < &P@?YN and *(P> <P @I 
(as well as other conditions). The following example shows that (8) may be 
violated while the hypothesis (2) of our theorem is fulfilled. 
EXAMPLE. Let X = [0, l] u (3, 4, 6, 7 ,..., 3n, 3n + 1 ,...I with the Eucli- 
dean distance, and let f (x) be defined as follows: 
f(x) = 3 O<x<l 
f(x) = 0 if x = 3n 
f(x)= 1-A if x = 3n + 1. 
Although f satisfies our condition (2), $(I) would have to be 1. On the other 
hand, Rakotch’s Corollary p. 463 (#(p) monotone), and Boyd and Wong’s 
Theorem 1 (#(p) upper semicontinuous) and Theorem 2 (X metrically 
convex) follow easily from our theorem. 
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The following example shows that (8) may be satisfied in a complete 
metric space, while the mappingf has no fixpoint. This resolves the question 
posed by Boyd and Wong. 
EXAMPLE. Let s,, = Cz=“=, (1 $ 1 /k), and let X = {So}. Let f(sn) = s~+~ 
for all n. Then ~(f(x),f(r) < #(p(x, y)) with $(l + l/n) = 1 + l/(n + I), 
but there is no fixpoint. 
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